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For officers tired of driving the old Ford Crown Victoria or any other typical sedan, these high-performance cars may be the best alternative. U.S. drivers should already be used to seeing the typical police car: a large sedan. As long as they're more than capable of doing their job, we can't help but think that our officers could use a car that's more exciting. Fortunately, other countries are already doing it.
We've put together a list of what we think is a great alternative to typical police sedals, each has solid credentials and will definitely make cop day even more fun. Although it has just been reported that Ford's FPV division will soon close its doors, performance specialists are still able to supply the Falcon GT for police duties underground. Already the most powerful car ever produced by the FPV, this Falcon
GT V8 has been upgraded from 450 horsepower to a ridiculous 535 horsepower. It may be a wagon, but it's also a ford Focus ST. Powered by 250 horsepower, the car can stop at 0 to 62 mph in 6.5 seconds and have a top speed of 154 mph. The larger load of the wagon is something that the police should have and is equipped with an LED light bar on the roof mobile data terminal on the dashboard. You
know what? Forget all these so-called What a police car needs is to clean up everything to prosecute those who disobey the law. This Audi R8 from ABT Sportsline debuted at the Essen auto show in 2011 as part of the German Setup Safety Initiative. Called Polizei Fahrzeug, it features a number of improvements over the car in stock, some of which include 19-inch alloys, carbon fiber ceramic brakes,
sports exhaust, sports suspension and carbon aerodynamic set and roll. Our tip: unless you're driving something that's equal or better, don't try to overtake it. It's no secret that Colombia has had its drug smuggling problems over the years. Taking extreme measures such as training the military to stop smuggling is one thing, and having a really fast police car chasing these dealers down the streets can be
equally effective. This Ferrari 348 TS was originally owned by a South American drug lord but was seized by police in 1994 in an assault. It is powered by 300 c. Her V8 had only 1,200 miles on the clock when police became its new owners. Instead of selling it, the Colombian police chose to repaint it in its national green and white colors. But now it's on display at the police museum. If the British police have
not of the implementation of the then maybe this Lotus Evora will do the job. In 2011, the British sports car maker took over British police in the West Midlands this Evora, which was painted neon yellow accents with contrasting dark blue. Lotus said evora does not sacrifice fun for speed and that it wants to teach officers the art of sophisticated driving while driving at high speeds. You drive down the road
when all of a sudden you hear fat things, grinding or even a strike. These noises can indicate all kinds of things happen with your car, from minor to serious. Any kind of different noise your car starts making doesn't mean there's a problem, but that doesn't mean it's OK, says Tom Pippo, head of mechanical division of the Automobile Services Association and owner of Tri-County Motors in Rudyard,
Michigan. Here's a guide to the usual car sounds they make and what they mean: Squeakingkpakook/ShutterstockBrakes wear out over time. The first sound you will hear indicates that it is creaking, and then grinding. Then it will turn into a heavy rummer, says John Burkhauser, auto repair specialist and director of education programs for Bolt On Technology. That's one of the things you don't want to play
with because the brakes are safe. Pumpkining and tappingIn more and more, suggested intervals for changing the oil of cars are very far from each other. And sometimes people forget to bring their car when they need to. But if you don't keep an eye on your oil, it can cause big problems for your car. The sound of the engine is usually one of the indicators that hey, I ran out of oil, Burkhauser says. And of
course, that's the heart of the car. The engine's going to go bad very fast without oil. In addition to unusual sounds, mechanics also find a lot of strange things in cars. PushingSomeone with front-wheel drive will find that their cars make noise when making a heavy turn or acceleration. Water can get into the joints that allow the tires to turn, causing them to rot. It's obvious, says Burkhauser. I hear a lot of
cars driving me and I know right away what it is. Exhaust pipes are protected by heat shields, which sometimes loosen and rattle, Pippo says. Rattling can also indicate problems with your tailpipe or brakes. BoomsWachira W/ShutterstockIf you start hearing boom boom noise when you experience bumps, this is usually a good indicator that something in your suspension – prop or shock – is getting bad.
Again, it's something you want to turn around because props and concussions help you control while driving, Burkhauser says. Meanwhile, a sudden loud boom can mean something physically broken in your car, which can lead to loss of control, such as a ball or suspension. WhiningIf your automatic gearbox makes a noticeable noise, that's usually a bad thing. When no punches or hard blasts should occur
when that happens, Burkhauser says. And when driving, you should not hear any complaint. Each of these things is a sign that something is wrong with the show. It's good to check, but there are ways, however, that you can lose money on your car. Tyre noise In time, people get used to the sounds their cars make, so they may not notice a noise that occurs gradually. For example, if you hear noises coming
from the tires, it could mean there's a problem with alignment or suspension, Burkhauser says. It is good to occasionally take a passenger who does not travel often in your car to ride to see if you notice any unusual noises that you may be used to. A photo/Shutterstock High creaking or whistling noise can reveal that there is a problem with the hoses around the engine, Burkhauser says. Or maybe it's
something with the belt system. Leaking information can affect your dashboard performance, mileage, and engine performance. But there are some things your mechanic might not tell you. GrindingIf you hear grinding, it means that the metal is threed to metal somewhere. You'il want to get this right away. If it is under the hood, it may mean a problem with the water pump, alternator or belt. SquealingAs
acceleration can also indicate a problem with the belt. These cars only have one belt, and if that belt breaks, you're blocked, Pippo says. Want to protect yourself from the cost of repairing the car? Check out these car brands that cost the least to repair. If you hit Tannan/ShutterstockKnocking from the engine, your engine is low in liquids. Or it could be a more serious problem, such as a problem with the
camps. In that case, you may need to get a new engine. That said, if you hold the ear and catch problems early, you can save yourself a lot of money. With regular maintenance, you'll get the little problems before they get big, Pippo says. Then check 100 car maintenance tasks that you can do yourself. The price you pay for a quality car sound will vary depending on your budget, the components you want
and where you buy your audio system. The receiver or main unit is potentially the most important part of your sound system as it affects the rest of your system. Cheap, high-quality receiver will cost about $120 (as of 2010), and the receiver your audio dealer can recommend can cost about $200. However, receivers can exceed $1,000. An external amplifier can significantly improve sound and power
quality, as opposed to the alternative: relying on the internal amplifier of your autocorsis. High-quality amplifiers range from $200 to $450 and up from 2010. You can buy Many people buy two, so two budget friendly submarines will cost about $140 without an enclosure. You can also buy a much more powerful subwoofer for $800 and up. You can make the submarine housing yourself or buy a used
enclosure quite cheaply (under $30). You can change the speakers in your car, especially if you have an older car. However, this is not always essential for high-quality sound. You can replace your car's speakers for $70 or $100, or you can buy a full speaker system, complete with crossovers, tweets and subwoofers, for $800. You can buy a high-quality, budget audio system for a car for $ 400 to $ 500. If
you have a little more money to spend on automotive audio, you can get a better system for about $1,000. Of course, it is possible to spend much more than that on automotive audio and purchase a system of several thousand dollars. System.
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